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The Echoing Grove Jan 11 2021 Two sisters: Madeleine and Dinah. One
husband: Rickie Masters. For many years now, Dinah, exotic and
sensual, has conducted a clandestine affair with Rickie. Madeleine,
calm and resolute, has accepted that her marriage has been of limited
success. Rickie's sudden death makes widows of both sisters in this
highly imaginative novel that explores with extraordinary insight the
sublimity, the rivalry and the pain of personal relationships. 'She
makes a mood, an atmosphere, which is never forgotten . . . The inner
voice of women talking to themselves about their love affairs,
knowing that it is hopeless, having to go ahead anyway, expecting the
end as soon as it begins. That, of course, is what Rosamond Lehmann
does best' Sunday Times
As Once in May Jun 23 2019 Throughout her life, Antonia White
struggled with a formidable writer's block: the FROST IN MAY quartet
was thought to be her final achievement. Yet on her death, this
extraordinary work - her autobiography up to the age of six - was
discovered among her papers. The freshness and vitality with which
Antonia White recorded her much younger self is breathtaking. A
writer with the phenomenal power of almost total recall, she
recreates her capricious and extravagant mother and the indomitable
father she both feared and adored, who taught Antonia the first line
of the Iliad when she was three. Here, too, are perfect vignettes:
the glorious bridesmaid's hat which her mother later appropriated;

love at first sight in Kensington Gardens and games of Mr and Mrs
John Barker in the nursery. Much more than an evocation of childhood,
AS ONCE IN MAY illuminates the woman and writer Antonia White was to
become. It is an essential and enthralling companion to her fiction.
Mastering the VC Game Jul 29 2022 Entrepreneurs who dream of
building the next Amazon, Facebook, or Google can take advantage of
one of the most powerful economic engines the world has ever known:
venture capital. To do so, you need to woo, impress, and persuade
venture capitalists to take a risk on an unproven idea. That task is
challenge enough. But choosing the right investor can be harder
still. Even if you manage to get backing, you want your VC to be a
partner, not some adversary who will undermine your vision in order
to make a quick return. Jeffrey Bussgang is one of a few people who
have played on both sides of this high-stakes game. By his early
thirties, he had helped build two successful start-ups-one went
public, the other was acquired. Now he draws on his experience and
unique perspective on the "other side" as a venture capitalist
helping entrepreneurs bring their dreams to fruition. Bussgang offers
detailed insights, colorful stories, and practical advice gathered
from his own experience as well as from interviews with dozens of the
most successful players on both sides of the game, including
Twitter's Jack Dorsey and LinkedIn's Reid Hoffman. He reveals how to
get noticed, perfect a pitch, and negotiate a partnership that works
for everyone. An insider's guide to the secrets of the world venture
capital, Mastering the VC Game will prove invaluable for
entrepreneurs seeking capital and successful partnerships.
Merchants of Debt Apr 25 2022 Originally published: New York, NY:
BasicBooks, c1992.
New Testament Greek I Jun 15 2021
ENDLESS FORTUNE Sep 18 2021
The Willow Cabin Mar 13 2021 DigiCat Publishing presents to you this
special edition of "The Willow Cabin" by Pamela Frankau. DigiCat
Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind.
Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in
a new modern format. The books are available in print, as well as
ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature.
Becoming a Venture Capitalist Jun 27 2022 A reader-friendly guide to
the inner workings and behind-the-scenes action of Silicon Valley and
venture capitalism. Investigative reporter Gary Rivlin gives an
armchair tour of the world of venture capitalism, while providing
vivid case studies illustrating how to get started in the field. He
shows how once-small companies such as Facebook, Instagram, and
Amazon used venture capitalism to transform into the icons they are
today, and the VCs that made a fortune in the process. Readers will

learn what series funding is, the difference between an angel and
super angel investor, and how to go about identifying ideas worthy of
funding. Becoming a Venture Capitalist is not only an exclusive look
into the world of legendary venture firms—as well as stories of their
most interesting characters, including Peter Thiel, Reid Hoffman, and
Mark Zuckerberg—but a wonderful guide on how to break into a
seemingly impenetrable world.
The Bay Of Noon Jul 05 2020 The scene is Naples, against whose
ancient and fantastic background the modern action takes place. Among
the protagonists is Jenny, young and pretty, who has come to Naples
in flight from a sombre drama, unaware that a larger drama waits her
there. She has an introduction to a Neapolitan woman, and one day she
idly follows it up. This is her leap through the looking glass.
Honourable Estate Mar 01 2020 Young Janet Harding is still grieving
when she accepts a proposal from Reverend Rutherston, the kindly
vicar who befriended her during her mother's last illness. Her
ambitions to further the suffragette cause are hampered, though, by
her early pregnancy with a son, Denis, and life in the spa town of
Sterndale is increasingly stifling... Stephen Allendeyne, heir to
Dene Hall, prides himself on his marriage to Jessie Penryder, an
impoverished governess with little respect for his smug family but
plenty of social ambition. At odds in all else, the couple are united
in their scorn for daughter Ruth's preference for work, ideas and
freedom over marriage... In the aftermath of WWI, Ruth and Denis meet
each other through work in Eastern Europe. The scars of their pasts
and of the war itself are diminished in a determination to forge a
new kind of marriage.
Good Daughters Sep 06 2020 'What's so special about a son? Why
doesn't she care about her daughters?' Mary Hocking brings good
humour and sympathy to her depiction of the Fairley sisters growing
up in their close-knit West London neighbourhood before, during and
after the war. Here, in the first novel of a trilogy, the girls are
sheltered in a world whose traditions of hard work and frugality are
upheld by their Methodist father, Stanley, and their strong quiet
mother, Judith. But, as love comes to Louise and adventures tempt
Alice and her friend, unease lurks and terrible rumours travel from
Germany - auguries of the catastrophe to come.
The Orlando Trilogy Jun 03 2020 Isabel Colegate's renowned trilogy
tells the story of Orlando King, who rose to ambiguous power during
the moral confusion of the 1930s, his spectacular downfall and the
troubled legacy bequeathed to his divided family. As the 1950s draw
to a close, his courageous daughter Agatha accomplishes the painful
resolution. Echoes of Greek tragedy and myth add depth to Colegate's
vivid account of three turbulent decades.
The Dark Tide Nov 28 2019 Daphne Lethbridge is back at Oxford after
a year of war work. Attractive, bright, romantic and vivacious, she

hooks up with old friends and makes new ones quickly. Someone she
cannot warm to, however, is her cynical contemporary Virginia Dawson,
with whom she shares a tutor. Each is secretly and painfully aware of
the other: Daphne craves Virginia's seemingly effortless academic
achievement, and Virginia scorns Daphne's every social success.
Things come to a head when the girls' joint tutor, Mr Sylvester, asks
Virginia to marry him. She spurns him and he, determined to revenge
himself upon Virginia, asks the naïve Daphne to marry him later the
same day. Desperately in love with Mr Sylvester, she agrees on the
spot. Her happiness, however, is short-lived, as her new husband
belittles her and discourages her efforts to understand and serve
him. She turns at last to her old rival, Virginia, and the two slowly
forge a loyal friendship based on mutual respect and shared
aspirations.
We That Were Young Feb 09 2021 This fierce anti-war novel by Irene
Rathbone (1892-1980) is told from the perspective of a cultured
former suffragist and several of her friends- young women who work at
rest camps just behind the lines in France and as nurses of the
severely wounded in hospitals in London. When Joan loses both her
brother and lover to the war, in anger at the enemy she volunteers
for work in a munitions plant- but by the end, she is a confirmed
pacifist.
Formation Aug 18 2021 Formation tracks the unlikely series of events
and characters that led to the creation of the modern Nigerian
nation: from 1804 when the first Jihadists began their attack on a
collection of independent nations to 1914 when the current shape of
Nigeria was completed as a British colony through amalgamation.
Formation sheds light on an increasingly forgotten and largely
mythologised period of Nigeria's history; revealing an incredibly
complicated portrait of a nation with a tangled history, where
violence was and remains a primary organising principle for elite
competition and political negotiations. Influential figures loom
large over the narrative including: Usman dan Fodio, Modibbo Adama,
Fred Lugard, Samuel Ajayi-Crowther, Funmilayo Ransome-Kuti, Flora
Shaw, Joseph Chamberlain alongside other well-known and many less
familiar names.
The Most Powerful Brand On Earth May 15 2021 Brands that thrive and
profit from employee and customer empowerment generate significantly
greater awareness and revenues, while also decreasing the costs of
marketing, selling, and customer service. However, employees must
engage in public, real-time conversations. And most people are not
professional communicators. Achieving those outcomes requires new
skills, business processes, governance, measurement, and
infrastructure. In addition, leaders must learn new ways of managing
risk, while helping employees build and manage external relationships
in real time. Now, in The Most Powerful Brand on Earth, social

business pioneers Chris Boudreaux and Susan Emerick help you
successfully manage all these changes. Drawing on their experience
leading social media transformations at IBM and other top companies,
they present frameworks and case studies from key innovators that
show how to -Leverage the surprising dynamics of online influence
-Plan, execute, and manage the development of key relationships
-Measure outcomes and performance in effective and useful ways
-Resolve crucial security, privacy, and regulatory issues that arise
when others represent you online -Gain crucial support from leaders,
participants, and other stakeholders -Empower the people and teams
you attract, hire, and support -Navigate cultural and process changes
that will make or break your program -Preview trends that will shape
your social empowerment programs in coming years
Journey to Paradise Sep 26 2019 "Journey to Paradise" by Dorothy M.
Richardson. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need
to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The Knight Of Cheerful Countenance Apr 01 2020 To Ballinrath House,
where purple bog gives way to slate-coloured mountains, comes Allan
to visit his Irish cousins. No sooner has he arrived than he falls in
love with Cousin Ann, though it seems that she only has eyes for
Captain Dennys St Lawrence.
The Entrepreneurial Bible to Venture Capital: Inside Secrets From
the Leaders in the Startup Game Nov 20 2021 40 leading venture
capitalists come together to teach entrepreneurs how to succeed with
their startup The Entrepreneurial Bible to Venture Capital is packed
with invaluable advice about how to raise angel and venture capital
funding, how to build value in a startup, and how to exit a company
with maximum value for both founders and investors. It guides
entrepreneurs through every step in an entrepreneurial venture from
the legalities of raising initial capital to knowing when to change
tactics. Andrew Romans is the co-founder and general partner of
Rubicon Venture Capital, a venture capital fund that invests in
privately held technology companies and enables its investors to coinvest along side the fund on a deal-by-deal basis via innovative
sidecar funds right up to IPO or M&A exit. Romans is also the founder
and general partner of The Founders Club, a venture capital equity
exchange fund and investor in later stage liquidity transactions.
Poor Cow Mar 25 2022 First published in 1967, this novel tells the
story of Joy living amongst the shiftless poor in London. Her life is
made tolerable by her love for her child. Nell Dunn is the author of

"Up the Junction" which won the John Llewellyn Rhys Memorial Prize,
and the play and film "Steaming".
The Business of Venture Capital Sep 30 2022 The definitive guide to
demystifying the venture capital business The Business of Venture
Capital, Second Edition covers the entire spectrum of this field,
from raising funds and structuring investments to assessing exit
pathways. Written by a practitioner for practitioners, the book
provides the necessary breadth and depth, simplifies the jargon, and
balances the analytical logic with experiential wisdom. Starting with
a Foreword by Mark Heesen, President, National Venture Capital
Association (NVCA), this important guide includes insights and
perspectives from leading experts. Covers the process of raising the
venture fund, including identifying and assessing the Limited Partner
universe; fund due-diligence criteria; and fund investment terms in
Part One Discusses the investment process, including sourcing
investment opportunities; conducting due diligence and negotiating
investment terms; adding value as a board member; and exploring exit
pathways in Part Two Offers insights, anecdotes, and wisdom from the
experiences of best-in-class practitioners Includes interviews
conducted by Leading Limited Partners/Fund-of-Funds with Credit
Suisse, Top Tier Capital Partners, Grove Street Advisors, Rho
Capital, Pension Fund Managers, and Family Office Managers Features
the insights of over twenty-five leading venture capital
practitioners, frequently featured on Forbes' Midas List of top
venture capitalists Those aspiring to raise a fund, pursue a career
in venture capital, or simply understand the art of investing can
benefit from The Business of Venture Capital, Second Edition. The
companion website offers various tools such as GP Fund Due Diligence
Checklist, Investment Due Diligence Checklist, and more, as well as
external links to industry white papers and other industry
guidelines.
#BreakIntoVC Jul 17 2021
Startup Boards Feb 21 2022 An essential guide to understanding the
dynamics of a startup's board of directors Let's face it, as founders
and entrepreneurs, you have a lot on your plate—getting to your
minimum viable product, developing customer interaction, hiring team
members, and managing the accounts/books. Sooner or later, you have a
board of directors, three to five (or even seven) Type A
personalities who seek your attention and at times will tell you what
to do. While you might be hesitant to form a board, establishing an
objective outside group is essential for startups, especially to keep
you on track, call you out when you flail, and in some cases, save
you from yourself. In Startup Boards, Brad Feld—a Boulder, Coloradobased entrepreneur turned-venture capitalist—shares his experience in
this area by talking about the importance of having the right board
members on your team and how to manage them well. Along the way, he

shares valuable insights on various aspects of the board, including
how they can support you, help you understand your startup's
milestones and get to them faster, and hold you accountable. Details
the process of choosing board members, including interviewing many
people, checking references, and remembering that there should be no
fear in rejecting a wrong fit Explores the importance of running
great meetings, mixing social time with business time, and much more
Recommends being a board member yourself at some other organization
so you see the other side of the equation Engaging and informative,
Startup Boards is a practical guide to one of the most important
pieces of the startup puzzle.
Venture Deals Nov 01 2022 An engaging guide to excelling in today's
venture capital arena Beginning in 2005, Brad Feld and Jason
Mendelson, managing directors at Foundry Group, wrote a long series
of blog posts describing all the parts of a typical venture capital
Term Sheet: a document which outlines key financial and other terms
of a proposed investment. Since this time, they've seen the series
used as the basis for a number of college courses, and have been
thanked by thousands of people who have used the information to gain
a better understanding of the venture capital field. Drawn from the
past work Feld and Mendelson have written about in their blog and
augmented with newer material, Venture Capital Financings puts this
discipline in perspective and lays out the strategies that allow
entrepreneurs to excel in their start-up companies. Page by page,
this book discusses all facets of the venture capital fundraising
process. Along the way, Feld and Mendelson touch on everything from
how valuations are set to what externalities venture capitalists face
that factor into entrepreneurs' businesses. Includes a breakdown
analysis of the mechanics of a Term Sheet and the tactics needed to
negotiate Details the different stages of the venture capital
process, from starting a venture and seeing it through to the later
stages Explores the entire venture capital ecosystem including those
who invest in venture capitalist Contain standard documents that are
used in these transactions Written by two highly regarded experts in
the world of venture capital The venture capital arena is a complex
and competitive place, but with this book as your guide, you'll
discover what it takes to make your way through it.
Venture Capital & the Finance of Innovation Aug 30 2022 "Many
interesting developments have occurred in the world of venture
capital since the publication of the first edition of this book in
2006, which prompted us to revise the book for the second edition.
While the organization of the book remains unchanged, many of the
chapters are substantially rewritten. For example, in Chapter 5, we
re-ranked top VC firms, incorporating the latest performance
statistics, fundraising and investment activities, notable exits, and
(as always) our subjective opinions. In Chapter 6, we examine further

evidence of the deepening globalization of the industry. In Chapters
3, 4, and 7,we analyze the impact of the 1999-2000 Internet bubble
years on the VC risk and returns, as investments made in those years
are finally mature and thus now a part of the performance evaluation
analysis. We also incorporated expositional improvements throughout
the book based on reader feedback on the first edition. Another
feature of the new edition is that the VCV model, used extensively in
Part III of the book, is now available as a Web-based application
available on http://VCVtools.com. Significant collaborative efforts
went into developing this tool, which we believe will be of interest
to a broad audience, including practitioners interested in valuing VCbacked company stocks and employee stock options"
After the Death of Don Juan Aug 06 2020 'She has a talent amounting
to genius' John Updike Don Juan, that notorious libertine, has
disappeared. Has he been dragged down to hell by demons, as rumoured
- or has he escaped? Doña Ana, the woman he tried to seduce, will
stop at nothing to discover the truth. Set in a rural eighteenthcentury Spain rife with suspicion and cruelty, and featuring a
glorious cast of peasants, aristocrats and vengeful ghosts, this
moving, surprising tragicomedy is also Sylvia Townsend Warner's
response to the dark days of the Spanish Civil War. 'The kind of
novelist who inspires an intense sense of ownership in her fans'
Sarah Waters
Colorado 14ers: The Standard Routes May 27 2022 There are fifty-four
peaks in Colorado that rise above 14,000 feet. Climbing 14ers has
become a favorite activity of locals as well as climbers from all
over North America. In fact, more than half a million climbers
attempt at least one Colorado 14er per year.Organized by mountain
range, The Colorado 14ers is a basic guidebook written in clear,
concise, non-technical language with a certain amount of wit. This
new edition includes notes by historian Walt Borneman on how each
peak was named and who made the first ascent. The photos for this
edition are by Todd Caudle, whose work has been featured in the
Colorado Fourteeners calendar for the last ten years. Each route
description includes precise directions for driving to the trailhead
and tips on where to park, in addition to the route description
itself.
Loving And Giving Oct 27 2019 In 1914, when Nicandra is eight, all
is well in the grand Irish estate, Deer Forest. Maman is beautiful
and adored. Dada, silent and small, mooches contendedly around the
stables. Aunt Tossie, of the giant heart and bosom, is widowed but
looks splendid in weeds. The butler, the groom, the landsteward, the
maids, the men - each as a place and knows it. Then, astonishingly,
the perfect surface is shattered; Maman does something too dreadful
ever to be spoken of. 'What next? Who to love?' asks Nicaranda. And
through her growing up and marriage her answer is to swamp those

around her with kindness - while gradually the great house crumbles
under a weight of manners and misunderstanding.
Success Is in Your Sphere: Leverage the Power of Relationships to
Achieve Your Business Goals Jan 23 2022 A proven step-by-step
approach to leveraging the unique power of relationships to your best
business advantage. Our professional relationships are the most
important asset we have when it comes to growing our careers and our
businesses. Most people think of this as “networking.” But in today’s
hyperconnected market, the most cost-effective and high-return route
to new, repeat, and referral business is through our existing
networks, not through adding more social media “friends” and
“connections.” This transformative guide from relationship marketing
expert Zvi Band shows you how to deepen your personal connections to
achieve your professional goals—using the CAPITAL strategy of
relationship-building techniques: •Consistency: develop good habits
to form stronger relationships •Aggregate: build a personal database
of professional contacts•Prioritize: order your network based on who
can help•Investigate: collect intelligence on the people who are most
important to you•Timely Engagement: create a steady cadence in your
outreach•Adding Value: offer more than a simple follow-up•Leverage:
execute more effectively The basic idea behind these powerful tools
is simple: Effective relationship building is not about acquiring new
contacts. It’s about strengthening your connections with the key
people who will help you drive your business forward. Through a
combination of personal research, best practices, and case studies,
Band provides a prescriptive strategy you can customize and follow
every day. You’ll find cost-effective, high-yield tools that can be
implemented via social media and other digital platforms. You’ll
discover the best-kept secrets of the most popular companies in the
world—and time-saving techniques for achieving similar results with
your own customers. Most important, you can make the most of what you
already have: the simple human connections that make everything
worthwhile. In business, as in life, it all comes down to the quality
of your relationships. When the right people are on your side,
Success Is in Your Sphere.
Phoenix Fled Nov 08 2020 'There is so much to love and admire in
these stories - their understanding of heartbreak, their attention to
affection and love across many divides' KAMILA SHAMSIE 'Listen to me,
child. You will be a woman soon and must behave well and with
modesty. The Kazi will ask you three times whether you will marry
Kalloo Mian. Now don't you be shameless, like these modern girls, and
shout gleefully "Yes". Be modest and cry softly and say "Hoon".' A
marriage is arranged between a little servant girl and a middle-aged
cook with an opium habit; an idealistic political worker faces
disillusionment; a man returns from years studying in England to a
wife he scarcely knows; a conventional bride has her first encounter

with her husband's 'emancipated' friends. Telling of the lives of
servants and children, of conflict between the old traditions and new
ways, and exploring the human repercussions of the Muslim/Hindu
divide, these twelve stories present a moving and vivid picture of
life in India in the mid-twentieth century. To each episode Attia
Hosain brings a superb imaginative understanding and a sense of the
poignancy of the smallest of human dramas. Attia Hosain published
only two books, but her writing has influenced generations of
writers. Discover Sunlight on a Broken Column, Hosain's acclaimed
only novel - a coming-of-age story set against the turbulent
background of Partition, also published in Virago Modern Classics.
Welcome Strangers Dec 30 2019 As the 1939-1945 war slows to a clumsy
halt, a trembling world holds out its arms to welcome peace back home
again. Alice Fairley, her friends and her family are surprised to
find themselves so unprepared for peacetime. In a way, it's like
starting all over again: all the things one was confident about have
disappeared or changed shape somehow, while things which were
acceptable, or even pleasant, now seem different, dull, irksome.
Noisy whispers of spy-rings and foreign conspiracies provoke
shockwaves of malice and stinging intolerance. The world has grown
up. Quickly, they discover that the battle is not over yet . . .
persistent spectres of duty and guilt pick their victims
indiscriminately.
Phoebe Junior Apr 13 2021 Margaret Oliphant, one of the most
prolific and popular Victorian novelists, essayists, and reviewers,
has been compared both in her day and our own to George Eliot.
Oliphant wrote domestic novels that richly represent the broad
social, political, and religious contexts of Victorian England. The
Broadview edition of Phoebe Junior, the last novel in Oliphant’s
Chronicles of Carlingford series, restores the earliest extant text.
The supplemental materials provide a rich background for examining
key nineteenth-century issues such as religion and church reform,
gender and the woman question, society and politics. They include
excerpts from contemporary novels and poetry; newspaper articles;
reviews; essays; polemic on religion and church reform; materials on
gender and the woman question, and on etiquette and dress.
The Digital Panopticon Oct 20 2021 Data is not just the new oil, but
also the new gunpowder.? Kris is a regular Chinese citizen and a firm
believer in Chinese supremacy. When Orion ? an American Internet
giant makes a Machiavellian entry into China, Kris augurs the event
will go on to alter the country?s socio-political landscape. He is
proven right when Orion, armed with sophisticated technology, awakens
a restrained society from its slumber, stirring a revolution powered
by nothing but data. What is the larger purpose behind this tsunami
of events? Will Kris be able to ride the waves or will he be tossed
around helpless in the sea of change, falling prey to Information

Age?s omnipotent, omniscient Frankenstein?
The Flint Anchor May 03 2020 'A comic masterpiece' Patrick Gale,
Guardian Pillar of society and stern upholder of Victorian values,
god-fearing Norfolk merchant John Barnard presides over a large and
largely unhappy family. This is their story - his brandy-swilling
wife, their hapless offspring and their changing fortunes - over the
decades. Sylvia Townsend Warner's last novel, The Flint Anchor
gloriously overturns our ideas of history, family and storytelling
itself. 'A novel created with solidity and subtlety of feeling, a
fusion of warmth, wit and quietly biting shrewdness that are
reminiscent of Jane Austen' Atlantic Review 'As a sustained work of
historical imagination, it has few rivals ... one of the most acute
and intelligent writers of her age' Claire Harman
Afternoon Of A Good Woman Jan 29 2020 Today, Tuesday, the day that
Penelope has chosen to leave her husband, is the first really warm
day of spring...' Penelope has always done her best to be a good
wife, a good mistress, a good mother - and a good magistrate. Today
she is more conscious that usual of the thinness of the thread that
distinguishes good from bad, the law-abiding from the criminal.
Sitting in court, hearing a short, sad case of indecent exposure and
a long, confused theft, she finds herself examining her own sex life
(how would all that sound in court?) her own actions and intentions
while she observes the defendants in the dock. This novel is a tourde-force , an ingeniously constructed novel in which Nina Bawden
counterpoints public appearance with private behaviour in her
heroine, Penelope. The result is a marvellous picture of a not always
admirable but engagingly complex and very human heroine. As always,
Bawden offers a compelling story, sharply witty and beautifully
observed. But it is also an honest and provocative book tracing the
divergent courses of morality and justice, and uncomfortably posing,
as Penelope does of herself, the question: who and what is a good
woman?
A Touch of Mistletoe Oct 08 2020 'Our mother rather lost interest in
us after the thirst got hold of her and, although our grandfather was
vaguely fond of us, he certainly wasn't interested.'
Three Weeks Dec 10 2020 Reproduction of the original: Three Weeks by
Elinor Glyn
Try Anything Twice Jul 25 2019 More essays and sketches from the
author of Mrs Miniver. Jan Struther (1909-1953) was the pen name of
Joyce Maxtone Graham. The pieces in this book first appeared in the
Spectator, New Statesman, Punch and other journals.
Music Upstairs Aug 25 2019 When, with the franklessness of youth,
Sidonie O'Neill becomes the lover of her neighbours, Pam and Lenny,
she finds herself in a state of limbo as she veers between the two,
heedless of the chaos around her and of Lenny`s increasingly
obsessive behaviour. . .

Entreprenerd Dec 22 2021 The iText story, told by its original
developer. After a quarter of a century in IT, Bruno Lowagie (°1970)
decided to share his experience in a book. Entreprenerd is the
chronicle of his personal story as a software developer and
entrepreneur against the backdrop of a fast-paced technological
evolution. From overcoming his fear of going into business to
bootstrapping a multi-million-dollar company, this compelling memoir
is perfect for anyone who is invested in building a business with
innovative technology.
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